-3vi. The standard Hub South West contractor's progress report requires our Construction
Partners to report on Quality Assurance on a monthly basis. This involves the status of
any NCR's, Quality Visits in the period and provides an update of the Construction
Partners Quality Assurance audit process.
vii. Hub South West record on the project progress meeting minutes the date of the last
Construction Partner QA audit, the date of the next audit and output of the Audit.
viii. All Construction Partner QA audit reports are saved in the EDMS Quality folder arid are
available for all consortia parties to review at any time. These will also be discussed in the
body of the project progress meetings.
ix. In addition to the above, we hold a countdown meeting 4 months prior to handover where
the snagging intent, methodology and building zoning for inspection is discussed. These
are then held on a regular basis as completion is reached, ensuring that all required
compliance and quality checks are carried out and closed off. Sample rooms and physical
mock-ups are also utilised, where appropriate, to agree quality standards and ensure any
user issues can be identified and addressed.
b) South Ayrshire Council has reviewed our own in house quality management procedures to
establish if there are any actions that can be taken forward. A key one of these is the potential
introduction of a Clerk of Works role on our major capital D&B . projects. This is currently
implemented on our smaller projects but we see the merit in introducing this across the board.
It is understood that this is a common view from other participants in the South West Hub.
c) It is our experience that there seems to be a lot more scrutiny of the construction phase on our
DBFM projects in comparison to the DBDA. This is as a result of funder scrutiny with the
introduction of Funder TA and an independent tester role and there is perhaps an opportunity
to.harmonise this between DBFM and.DBDA projects.

I hope that this provides an adequate response to your letter, but please advise however if I can be
of any further assistance.
Yours sincerely

Eileen Howat
Chief Executive

